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NOTIFICATION
The following is the Short List containing the Register
eligible to be called for Interview, for selection to the
438/2016

)

in

KERALA

FOREST

DEVELOPMENT

Numbers
post of

of candidates who are found provisionally
MANAGER - Statewide
(Category No.

CORPORATION

LTD.

on

`20740-36140/-

(PR)

on

the basis of Physical Efficiency Test held on 05.11.2019 .
The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical
indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test.

sequence

and

the

arrangement

does

not

in
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way,

Main List

100133

100161

100503

100944

101077

101387

100730

100773

100888

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional
subject to
scrutiny and admission
of
application on absolute basis.
Inclusion of Register
numbers in the Short list does not confer any right
on the candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.
Note:- (2) The list has been
prepared by including the
qualified in the Physical Efficiency Test in the Main list of the Short list
Note:- (3) Candidates included in the
Interview will be intimated in due course.
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number
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Date,
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and

who
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Note:- (4) Candidates belonging to other backward classes included in this list
shall also produce a valid
Non Creamy Layer Certificate as per relevant Government Order and shall produce
the same along with the
other relevant documents at the time of verifification of original documents.SC/ST candicates shall produce
Caste Certificate from Revenue Authorities not below the rank of Tahasildar as
specified in the Kerala
Gazette.
Note:- (5)
For online examination, rechecking and revaluation are not allowed but printout of answer
sheets will be issued to those candidates who apply for it by remitting the prescribed fee after the
publication of Ranked List.
Detailed instructions will be furnished in the Ranked List to be published for
the post.
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Section Officer.

